Recommendations on Quality Control and Quality Assurance in Cervical Cytology
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Introduction

The Papanicolaou (Pap) smear has been an effective tool in cancer prevention in several countries as malignant cells can be observed in cervical samples taken from asymptomatic women. Population-based cervical screening is now practised to a greater or lesser extent in almost all countries of the developed world. Invasive cervical cancer is a rare disease in countries where screening is widely available and adequately conducted, but it remains the most common cause of death in countries without screening programmes, a poor infrastructure and a high prevalence of human papillomavirus (HPV)-induced cancer, and reflect the socio-economic inequities found for many other diseases [1].

A crucial point prior to the routine implementation of a new screening strategy is the implementation of quality control (QC) programmes regarding the various procedures and steps of the process. Feasibility and cost-effectiveness must also be verified and the indispensable training of all professionals involved as well as monitoring must be organized [2].

The aim of this article is to present basic information on QC and accreditation in the health services, to docu-
ment the effect of different aspects of QC and quality assurance (QA) for cervical screening as well the research studies that prompted the introduction of reliable and comprehensive guidelines for both internal and external QC in gynaecological cytopathology.

QC had its origins in industry, starting as industrial QC and then expanding, in health care, from clinical chemistry to other laboratories and also into the clinical world, where it took the name QA. The term ‘continuous quality improvement’ can also be found; this term better clarifies that the purpose of the activity is not about the individualization and the knowledge of errors as much as continuous improvements in timing, performance and achievement of a uniform quality [3]. It would therefore be useful to replace the term QA with the term continuous quality improvement (CQI) for 2 reasons: (1) we cannot guarantee the quality, but only the intention or efforts towards ensuring the quality and (2) CQI includes traditional QC measures in the laboratory but has a wider scope, comprising not only the undertaking of corrective actions (if the laboratory falls below an agreed standard) but also offering continuous improvement in the quality of diagnostic services, a well-coordinated multi-disciplinary professional team and the setting of new and higher standards once original targets have been achieved, in order to further enhance the quality of the service [4].

**QA and Accreditation**

The indispensability of QA programmes is recognized by accreditation systems that consider them a priority because one can proceed to the evaluation of the adequacy of resources and the organization of health care institutions. All the major manuals on accreditation (i.e. British, American, Australian and Canadian) refer to the existence of QA programmes, considered essential for ensuring compliance with requirements concerning resources, staff qualifications, administrative management, availability of equipment, etc. Accreditation involves many potential gains for health care organizations and supposedly increases safety and/or improves quality [5].

Organizational structure and QC, in the strict sense, complement each other: if QC makes little sense in the absence of essential structural and organizational requirements, the absence of QC programmes, even in laboratories that are well organized, is definitely a shortcoming. This is extremely important in the cervical screening setting because, currently, the judicious implementation of cytology and HPV testing is mandatory in order to correctly use the potential improvements consequent to the new methodological tools and algorithms [6].

Accreditation is a complex procedure by which a committee of experts, appointed by an independent agency that is autonomous, does not belong to the health care organization and is usually non-governmental, assesses and endorses by certification whether a certain institution or laboratory presents all the programmed requirements (standards) established by a peer group [5]. Accreditation has to be renewed at fixed periods.

**Types of Accreditation**

*Institutional or operational accreditation* is required compliance with minimum organizational requirements in order to be authorised to operate and/or be officially recognized by the national health system. Accreditation is a relevant topic for measuring progress in professional competency and improving standards of laboratory practice [7].

*Professional accreditation or quality accreditation or accreditation of excellence* is voluntary and a process by which a committee of experts (representing the various health professions), appointed by independent agencies and organizations (also accredited and notified), systematically and periodically evaluates and certifies whether an institution or service satisfies predetermined requirements (standards). The standards are a quality/proficiency indicator accompanied by a reference value or threshold. Professional accreditation standards are usually regarded as optimal and achievable, and implementing accreditation is critical in all settings, including in developing countries [8, 9]. Accreditation provides a visible commitment by an organization to improve the quality of care of patients, to ensure a safe environment and to continually work to reduce risks to patients and staff [7].

*Audit* is the inspection and examination of a process or quality system to ensure compliance with requirements. Accreditation in the health field is equivalent to the certification of the system of quality in the industrial world according to the standards of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Audit procedures of QA and QC protocols are essential for maintaining standards of quality, and imply a continuous process of education and critical evaluation of all steps related to the quality protocols. This is critical for cytotechnologists and biomedical scientists, in particular, due to the central role that these professionals play in cancer prevention programmes and non-gynaecological cytology [10].
Quality, QC and QA

Every initiative to improve quality and outcomes in health systems starts with an understanding of what is meant by ‘quality’. There are many definitions used in relation to health care and health systems as well as in other spheres of professional activity. The following working definitions, used in the context of health services, have different meanings [12]:

Quality. The characteristics of an entity that bear upon its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs.

QC and QA. These terms have many interpretations because of the multiple definitions of the words ‘assurance’ and ‘control’.

QC: ‘Control’. This is when the operational techniques and activities fulfil and verify requirements of quality. It is also ensuring that the technical quality of products, be it slides or test results, fall within pre-established tolerance limits.

QA. This focuses on outcome and involves a global assessment of the process which leads to the outcome. In cytology, the outcome is equated with the care of patients, including all the planned and systematic activities implemented, in order to provide adequate confidence that an entity will fulfil requirements for quality. The term ‘quality assurance’ is no longer current as it implies that a specific level is ‘high quality’ and that all efforts should be addressed to identify and correct non-conformities from that level. Today, we realize that quality can, and should be, improved, but that it cannot always be guaranteed because errors are unavoidable.

Continuous Quality Improvement. This term has replaced QA and is currently in use to describe all the activities aimed at measuring, correcting and improving the technical process and outcome of health services: it includes traditional QC in the laboratory, but has a wider scope. The aim of CQI is not to ‘check’ but to constantly ensure and improve the quality of diagnostic services.

QC and QA in Cervical Cytopathology

QC in cytopathology is complex because of all the factors that can influence the diagnostic result and it should be a guide for the clinician regarding treatment or therapeutic care. It is therefore a system to prevent and control errors that can occur from the time the cytological examination is requested to its examination and interpretation [15].
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QC in cervical cytology has the objective of improving the performance of the test in order to eliminate false-negative and false-positive results [16]. False-negatives are more harmful in a routine examination than false-positives, since non-diagnosed women may lose out on follow-up and continue to be at risk of developing severe lesions. Nevertheless, failures in the opposite situation are not harmless either, since they may lead to unnecessary surgical procedures that can alter the reproductive and sexual life of women in addition to the obvious psychological impact [17].

Cervical cytology may have problems of sensitivity; over the past 30 years, the false-negative rate in cervical cytodiagnosis (i.e. affected by noise but incorrectly classified as ‘not sick’ by the test) has been the subject of numerous studies. The estimates for false-negative rates were demonstrated to vary from 2 to 55% according to van der Graaf and Vooijs [18]. The proportion of false-negative Pap tests can generate sensitivity indices for conventional smears that vary between 30 and 87%, and specificity of between 86 and 100% [19]. It must be underlined, however, that increased sensitivity is almost always at the expense of decreased specificity, with unnecessary colposcopy and biopsy, increased anxiety of patients, lost time and inconvenience. This means that it is indispensable to identify and put in action specific and comprehensive methods that can increase both sensitivity and specificity.

In order to establish the goals of intervention, it is necessary to identify the potential errors that can occur in the cytology laboratory, and then judiciously evaluate all steps whereby failures might occur, from the collection of samples to the routine screening and interpretation of microscopic findings [20]. Problems in the examination process also arise, e.g. when neoplastic cells are present but are not recognized, due to attention deficit, insufficient time or lack of experience. On the other hand, problems related to diagnostic interpretation are attributed to the evaluation of these cells as benign, as in the case of an inexperienced professional [21] and inadequate clinical information [22].

The Gold Standard Definition

A reference or ‘gold standard’ is a test applied independently to confirm the accuracy of a screening technique. The ultimate development of cervical cancer would be the true gold standard in this case; however, this would require a long-term prospective study involving large numbers of women. Patients screened for cervical cancer are typically managed based on the results of a colposcopic examination, usually with biopsies of cervical tissue when indicated. Therefore, colposcopic or histologic confirmation of the presence of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia or its absence is an acceptable surrogate reference standard. However, precisely which gold standard to use is a controversial matter due to the complex net of cancer development steps and the outcome end points [23].

As a consequence, many studies that evaluate cervical cytology screening tests do not use a reference standard at all. Instead, they compare the proportion of abnormal smears between conventional and new tests, assuming that the additional abnormalities detected by the new test are true-positives and that the test is therefore more sensitive [24, 25]. However, an increase in the proportion of women with abnormal smears with the new test does not necessarily mean that these women have abnormal histology, as their test results may be false-positive [26]. Additionally, many studies assume that positive and negative test results that are in agreement are true-positives and true-negatives, respectively, whereas in some cases they may actually be in agreement but with false results. If colposcopic or histologic confirmation is not feasible, another acceptable but less valid reference standard is adjudicated by independent panel cytology review [26].

The occurrence of false-negative and unsatisfactory Pap smears supported the primary efforts to develop liquid-based cytology (LBC) methodology and automation-based screening devices [27]. The quality of the evaluation of the performance of these technologies is frequently disputed because they are rarely based on histologically defined outcomes using randomised study designs [28]. In general, the proportion of unsatisfactory samples is remarkably lower in LBC when compared to conventional cytology, and the interpretation of LBC requires less time. However, the cost of an individual LBC test is considerably higher [29], although ancillary molecular testing, such as high-risk HPV testing in the case of atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance (ASC-US), can be performed on the same sample [30]. The economic advantage of LBC due to the reduction of recalls for a new sample depends on the existing rates of inadequate Pap smears, which are highly variable throughout Europe. In addition, LBC can effectively favour the introduction of slide reading automation and the implementation of HPV testing [31].
Evidence of the Effect of Different Aspects of QA or QC for Cytological Screening

Evidence of effectiveness, derived from observational studies, is credible. There are cohort studies involving follow-up of screened women, case-control studies, time-trend studies and ecological- or geographical-correlation studies [12]. There is much convincing evidence based on an International Agency for Research on Cancer multi-centre study, in which individual screening histories were linked to cancer registry data [32]. The pooled results provided the basis for recommendations on how often women with negative smears should be rescreened. The study followed the incidence of squamous-cell cervical cancer among women, who, at the age of 35 years, had had 2 negative smears. When considering the impact of screening policy on the target population, as in time-trend or follow-up studies by invitational status, account should be taken of selection bias between participants and non-participants, lead time in subsequent screen-detected cancers [32] and the possibility that cancers may be detected in women with a positive screening test and a negative or non-compliant assessment [33]. Several factors affect the overall quality of cervical cytology, and the achievement of a high level of quality must be implemented in the monitoring of all technical phases [34]. Pap test evaluation comprises a continuum of several pre-analytical and analytical steps including [34]: (1) biological variability, (2) collection of samples (site and sampling method), (3) laboratory procedures, including processing, (4) primary screening (manual or computer-assisted) and (5) interpretation.

Biological Variability

Failure of exfoliation of malignant cells is a well-documented occurrence [35]. Important variability can occur in exfoliation for positive and negative cervical preparations. Exceptions, failure of exfoliation is found in some cases of invasive carcinoma of the cervix. In these cases, necrotic tissue can prevent exfoliation, and a high proportion of the smears is in fact unsatisfactory [36, 37]. Failure of exfoliation is more common in post-menopausal women, and false interpretation is also a feature in tissue examination due to sampling errors [38]. The vast majority of false-negative smears and diagnoses of uncertain classification (ASC-US) are credited to the cellular alterations associated with hormone-related changes, immature metaplastic cells and air-drying artefacts, all of which can result in a hyper-estimated interpretation of ASC-US on post-menopausal smears [39]. The detection of a progressive lesion is recognized as much more effective in smears taken from women between 35 and 64 years of age than from women aged 20 years. No additional impact of starting screening at the age of 20 years compared to starting at the age of 25 years has been documented [40]. Women who have never been screened should be prioritized for screening [41].

Collection of Samples

Technical error in sample-taking depends on the particular aspects of the genital anatomy, sampling methods, errors in identification and/or inadequate training. Careful attention to the step-by-step procedure is required [12]. Sample adequacy is a key hallmark for quality in cytology. Sample preparation is critical to allow the optimal performance of cytoscreeners and to avoid reading errors. Conventional smears used to present more slide preparation inadequacies than LBC preparations, and this is an important parameter to take in account to maintain thin-layer distribution of the samples, adequacy in Pap staining, well-preserved glandular representation and low unsatisfactory rates [42].

Laboratory Processing (Staining and Coverslipping)

It is acknowledged that automation reduces errors of staining and coverslip mounting. Cost could be a limitation to introducing equipment for preparing, staining and mounting coverslips automatically. However, the benefits in terms of quality are recognized [43].

Primary Screening

Primary screening using cytology smears is a critical area for QC and the training of the professional who does the first reading. The training of the pathologist who signs out the final report is also important. In many laboratories, the volume of work is such that most smears considered ‘negative’ are seen only by an experienced cytotechnician, although the pathologist checks that the histories and reports are credible and appropriate [42]. This places considerable responsibility on the screener. In addition to recognizing any abnormality, the cytotechnician must be fully aware of all the features which make a smear ‘unsatisfactory’ or, even more difficult, be able to recognize a sub-optimal sample as artefacts and preparations that are unsatisfactory for a variety of reasons (drying and a paucity of material) can be a recurring problem. Since attempts at interpreting such preparations often lead to diagnostic errors, the preparations should be revised or rejected as unsatisfactory, and a repeat smear requested. A significant number of unsatisfactory Pap smears poten-
tially have eventual diagnoses of intraepithelial lesions or conditions that are more aggressive. Unsatisfactory smears are more likely to have a history of abnormalities, so peer review of these smears is advisable and prudent [43].

**Interpretation**

The recent WHO publication on ‘Cytology-based screening methods’ has made explicit the trend to interpret the morphology of single cells in terms of disease processes [41]. This can be done with surprising accuracy when the cytopathologist continues to evaluate his observations by correlating the appearance of the cells found in the smear with the cells in the tissue section [39]. Special attention must be paid to abnormalities stemming from inflammation and mild-to-severe intraepithelial lesions [44]. Even when cells from the lesion are seen on the slide and identified by the screener, 100% accuracy is likely not possible. This happens partly because problems also occur with histological diagnosis and partly because infection or cellular degeneration in the smear can produce effects on cellular morphology that cause errors of interpretation. However, interpretation should always be considered with caution to avoid not only false-negative results but false-positive reports [17, 20, 21]. Reading and interpretation of screening are closely associated to the skills of cytoscreeners, and the high quality of their basic theoretical and practical training and continued education. Classification of microscopic findings must follow rigorous criteria for categorising cellular abnormalities in order to avoid errors of interpretation and facilitate comparisons of laboratory performance [45].

**Procedures of Quality Improvement**

An extensive revision was recently published dissecting the numerous proposals for quality maintenance in cytology laboratories [12]. Several studies demonstrated the importance of regular activities for verifying pre-analytical and analytical standards [2, 15]. Internal quality can be addressed with random screening of negative smears, which does not verify rates of false-negative cases. Rapid review or rapid screening of the slides demands time and well-trained staff. Cyto-virological correlation using an HPV test as a reflex test or in combination with cytology screening is a promising tool to optimise screening accuracy. Additionally, guided-computerised screening is an option for enhancing quality as well as the comparison of cytology and histology results [34, 42]. All these elements permit statistical monitoring of laboratory diagnoses, identifying the individual qualities and limitations of the performance of cytotechnologists and cytopathologists. Importantly, the control of workload ratios and the timing of slide-screening are currently proving essential to maintain quality in cytology accuracy [46, 47].

External audit of the laboratory procedures and diagnoses is also critical to support good cytology practice. Strategies are variable and include the exchange of slides or digital images among laboratories, discussion about selected cases or images, etc. The motivation to introduce and maintain these activities is essential for cytotechnologist and cytopathologist performance.

**Personnel Training and Certification**

Training is a critical step for quality in cytology. Trainers must be experienced professionals who stimulate students to observe more than circling coloured areas on a slide, rather targeting cytological abnormalities. The new improvements of molecular and imaging technologies require a multi-disciplinary outlook by the personnel involved with cervical cancer prevention, and cytotechnologists are well qualified for these tasks. Certification is an inherent part of the training process and provides the recognition that the training and continued education were satisfactory [42]. Continuous overseeing of the accuracy and reproducibility of cytological examination (error of the primary screening, from incomplete examination or misinterpretation and error of supervision) is guaranteed by QC programmes which take into account all the possible causes of error [46, 48]. It should be noted that the smaller the volume of activity (number of Pap tests per year), the more detailed and defined must be the QC programmes that are put in place [47, 49, 50].

The importance of continuing education for health professionals is crucial. Systematic development in quality is a basic requirement for the introduction of periodic proficiency tests [16, 50]. QA in cervical cytology was exhaustively discussed at the March 2000 International Consensus Conference on the Fight against Cervical Cancer (Chicago, Ill., USA). This conference was jointly sponsored by the International Academy of Cytology and several national and international organizations; it dealt with QA and error-risk reduction guidelines were addressed as a priority [51]. Since then, measures to improve the quality of the entire screening process have been indicated as being indispensable, and initiatives in this direction have been encouraged. The importance of
continuous quality improvement processes was emphasised. Although no standards were defined as being applicable to all laboratory settings and nations, the consensus conference provided important views on universal quality procedures. Procedure/policy manuals, workload assessment, hierarchic/peer review, discrepancy analysis, rescreening studies and cytohistological correlation were considered examples of universally applicable quality tools. Strong management commitment and quality organization were stressed as necessary for the implementation of quality measures [51]. The commitment represented by management leadership and the delegation of CQI activities to competent staff, linkage with positive feedback and an interest in auditing and improving the system were clearly indicated. The variability in practice in different parts of the world was also discussed.

In parallel, a transnational programme called CYTOTRAIN (Leonardo da Vinci Programme, 1996–2003) included partners from Italy, France and the UK and was sponsored by the European Commission with the aim of harmonizing training and quality standards in cervical cancer screening throughout Europe [52]. The purpose of the CYTOTRAIN project was to prepare training material for cytopathologists and cytotechnologists engaged in cervical cancer screening, to disseminate products and instruct in their use, as well as to develop a model training programme using the training material. Another intention was to evaluate the various products (booklets, manuals, atlas and CD-ROMS). This training programme was planned for young doctors and other health workers and technicians involved in the microscopic analysis of cervical smears, an integral part of cervical cancer prevention programme in most EU member states. The project was the result of research carried out by groups of experts and professionals, in an effort to respond to specific challenges in their fields [53]. Knowledge and professional skills must, in fact, be regularly updated if we are to meet the new requirements of the economy and labour market, so now, more than ever before, life-long learning is essential for all. The Leonardo da Vinci Programme, which has been the key community instrument in the field of vocational training since 1995, provided concrete responses to these new needs. The results of the projects supported by this programme deserve to be more widely disseminated among the vocational training community, its social partners and policy makers [53].

The need for training, and especially for life-long learning, is becoming increasingly acute in the field of all specialties in medicine [54]. Firstly, relentless developments in the field mean that knowledge must be continuously updated and tools are needed upstream, for example training curricula, learning methods, communication systems and mechanisms for exchanging and harmonizing experiences. Secondly, medical expenditure accounts for a growing percentage of the budget of member states, which means that we need to look to less expensive alternatives, such as replacing hospital care with home care [55]. Lastly, the medical and paramedical professions are currently required to have a knowledge of social sciences and public administration, in addition to their traditional scientific and technical skills [56–58].

Concluding Remarks

In the cytopathology laboratory, quality is directly linked to the microscope, and to avoid false results this should be a paramount activity in quality programmes. Caution should be exercised principally in 2 areas: firstly, in sampling and preparation (both conventional and LBC) and secondly, in the screening and judicious interpretation of any changes. It is also mandatory to systematically monitor the quality of all these procedures and set standards for all of the health professionals involved. Internal quality procedures should be a priority, and an external audit on the QC and QA measures of the laboratory is also required [59, 60]. Training personnel is fundamental to maintain high-quality skills and experienced and preferentially certified professionals in continuous education programmes. The commitment of top management and quality organization of the laboratory are also not to be neglected.
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